Romanesque
walk

Route desctiption
Circuit 1, Lauriano - Romitorio (90 min). Starting from Piazza Risorgimento in Lauriano, follow the main road SP100
towards Moriondo and where the houses finish turn right
on to the path that climbs up to the church of Santa Maria
dell’Assunzione, on the hill known locally as Romitorio.
Standing to the west of the village, the church, or at least its
apse, dates back to the early 1200s and is the earliest historical evidence of the village.
It is believed that the churh was part of a previous settlement built in the XIIth century and acting as a castrum (Roman camp). The façade faces west and is plastered, with
no decorations, and with an apse almost entirely made in
bricks; the upper part is decorated with small hanging arches. The inside of the church consists of a single nave with
crossed vault. In the middle of the floor, there is a stone
bearing the family crest of the counts Morra, the Lords of
Lauriano. The south wall has an annexe of a later building,
possibly XVIIIth century, used as a hermitage (romitorio in
Italian), probably by the custodian of the church. This annexe consisted of two rooms on the ground floor, including
a kitchen with the remains of a fireplace, and two rooms on
the first floor, joined by a narrow staircase in bricks, from
which the church bell, which is still in place in its little bell
chamber, could also be rung. After the visit, exit the church
and take the path to the left and continue towards Case Alberto and the sub-district of Moriondo, before retracing the
main road SP100 back to the starting point.
Connection from Moriondo to Saronsella (90 min). From
the square in Moriondo, continue along the road SP100,
downhill for about 1 km, to reach the bottom of the valley
near the church of the Santissima Trinità. At the junction
turn right into Strada Verne and, after 250 metres turn left
across the bridge. From the car park, follow the main road
SS458, heading north, along the footpath for 70 metres.
Cross the main road and continue over the bridge over the
Gazzelli canal, then a few metres further on turn left, to the
south and follow the canal. Once you get to a tarmac road,
turn left and continue up a slight hill to a junction with a
shrine in Saronsella.
Circuit 2, Saronsella - San Pietro in Navigliano (90 min).
From this junction, the tarmac road goes slightly uphill,
including some hairpin bends, to reach the cemetery with
the little Romanesque church of San Pietro in Navigliano.
Continue along the tarmac road, going uphill through thick
woods along the north face of the hill, until you come to
the climb up to Bric Dolce, a peak offering wonderful views
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